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President’s Message

I have a few brief items to cover this month. First, I want
to compliment Bob Shaff, Chair of the Neighborhood Watch
Eloise Gore
Committee. I had an opportunity to peruse the Welcome Package
President
that Bob and his team of Block Captains personally distribute to new
residents. Bob has reorganized this cornucopia of useful information
about SMR into a much more user-friendly package than what I
received several years ago. In particular, he created a delightful
welcome note to the new arrivals and a new “SMR HOA Highlights”
summarizing four “Things You Really Need to Know”: post light and parking requirements; how to get a pool/
court key; why and how to contact the Architecture and Landscape Committees; and what Neighborhood Watch
Block Captains can do for you. Bravo Bob!
Second, if you are walking around the community in the next few weeks, you may notice pink paint in a
few places on the sidewalks. This is not a minimalist art exhibit. These are markings to indicate a place where
the sidewalk is in need of a minor repair. The markings will help us to plan for the repairs in the fall and will
serve as a caution for walkers in the meantime. Our conscientious Roads Committee is ever vigilant and will
undertake these repairs once we have the proper contractor and the concrete supply chain is more robust. So, a
thank you also to John Mitchell and his Roads team.
Third, once again a reminder to folks who are leaving town. Please be sure we have your up-to-date
emergency contact information, just in case; please complete this online form and send it on to
database@smrhoa.com.
And, finally, a request for comments and suggestions regarding the SMR Newsletter. We want to make the
newsletter useful and appealing for you. Some people have suggested it should be shorter, or not so frequent.
What do you think we can do to improve it? Susan Broaddus, our editor, and I will truly welcome your

comments. Please send them to pubs@smrhoa.com and president@smrhoa.com. Any suggestions that we
receive by May 11 we can include for discussion at the May 12, 2022, Board meeting, which will be held at the
Clubhouse and by Zoom.
I wish everyone a splendid May and safe travels to those who are departing.
Eloise Gore
president@smrhoa.com

Landscape

Greg Adams

Landscape Chair

It’s that time of year again. Many of us are packing our bags
and heading out for our summer hiatus to cooler climes. For those
leaving for the summer, there are some important reminders to
follow up on before you leave:
 Make sure your summer contact information is current and on
file with Herb Burton (SMR Database Manager). This will insure we
know how to contact you if we observe any issues arising at your

property (sprinkler leaks, etc.).
 Make sure your irrigation system is set for the summer months.
 Make arrangements to have your yards regularly maintained during your absence.
 Ask a neighbor, one that will be here because they love our summer heat, to periodically check in on your
property to make sure nothing strange is going on.
To all that are leaving for the summer, safe travels, have fun,
and send us a postcard. We’ll be anxiously awaiting your return.
I also want to remind everyone of the upcoming SMR-wide
Palm Tree Trimming program. If you have palm trees on your
property and would like to have them trimmed, we ask that
you contact Elaine Mathas (email, emathas@comcast.net;
phone, 520-260-0300) to register your interest. The Palm Tree
Trimming program will likely occur in May or June. More
information will be circulated directly to interested homeowners
who register. The idea of this program is to get beneficial
volume-based pricing for both interested homeowners and
SMR. Homeowners will be responsible for the costs of
trimming their trees under this program. SMR HOA assumes
no responsibility for the cost or execution of trimming trees
on individual homeowner properties. In 2021, this was a very
successful program, and we look forward to a repeat in 2022.
Be sure to register your interest with Elaine Mathas if you
would like to participate in this program.
Finally, in April the SMRHOA Board approved the updated SMRHOA Landscape Rules & Regulations
Regarding Homeowner Responsibilities. You can find this document under Landscape on the SMRHOA
website. It’s a good document to become familiar with as it helps us all be better SMR residents and neighbors.
Hasta la vista to our departing neighbors, and I’ll see the rest of you at the pool.
Greg Adams
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Kathleen
Flaherty

Recreation Chair

Pools

Recreation

We’ve had a couple of minor maintenance issues with the East
Pool, but for the most part the pools are crystal clear and enjoyable.
This is one of those times when no news is good news!
Tennis court

It has been a very busy winter and spring on the courts, with many
more people playing at a variety of times. By May 1, many of our
tennis and pickleball friends will have left for cooler climates, but we hardy players will continue in – though at
cooler times.
Summer designated court schedule:
Tuesday
Pickleball 6:30-8:30 a.m.
Tennis
8:45-10:45 a.m.
Thursday
Tennis
6:30-8:30 a.m.
Pickleball 8:45-10:45 a.m.
There also is open pickleball 7-9 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday for “Ladies’ Night.”
We are continuing our investigation into upgrading the lights on the courts to allow better play in the evening.
You are encouraged to try evening play. With no hot sun, it is usually quite pleasant, and you get to enjoy a
beautiful sunset as an extra benefit. Come join us!
Clubhouse

Now that the Clubhouse is open again, we have seen increased interest in reserving it for SMR committee
meetings and private events. Unfortunately, we’ve had some issues with emails getting delivered to the right
people, in a timely manner.
The person who handles our Clubhouse requests is Kathie Flaherty. Now, many of you know that we also
have a person named Kathleen Flaherty here at SMR. They are not the same people (and they are not related!).
Kathleen is the Chair of the Recreation Committee. Kathie and Kathleen are both active volunteers in our SMR
community, and they are both involved with the SMR Recreation Committee.
To simplify everyone’s ability to reserve the Clubhouse, we are making an improvement. A new email
address called clubhouse@smrhoa.com has been set up specifically for the Clubhouse (and replaces facilities_
reservations@smrhoa.com). Emails sent to this new address will be forwarded to Kathie Flaherty. Please use
this email address from now on. We are also updating the SMR website to reflect this change.
If you are interested in reserving the Clubhouse for a committee meeting or private event, send an email to
clubhouse@smrhoa.com. That is an easy email to remember! No underscore, no multiple words. Your message
will be forwarded directly to Kathie Flaherty, who is our Clubhouse Reservations Coordinator.
As a reminder, here are the updated protocols for using the Clubhouse:
1. A minimum period of 24 hours between functions/use. This includes SMR committee meetings. Back-toback meetings and/or functions will not be allowed.
2. Functions of any kind are limited to a maximum of 40 people. This allows six feet of separation based on
the room size.
3. Renter will clean tabletops and other surfaces with approved disinfectants after each meeting/function.
These are available in the clubhouse.
4. Renter agrees to use air conditioning or to open windows to maximize air circulation.
5. Users will be encouraged to wear face masks while indoors, however, masks will not be required.
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Also, here is the process for reserving the Clubhouse for a private (non-commercial) function:
1. Contact the current Clubhouse Reservations Coordinator at clubhouse@smrhoa.com.
2. A reservation will be confirmed upon return of a signed Clubhouse Reservation Form by a qualified group,
indicating that all Clubhouse rules are understood and accepted.
3. One to three days before the scheduled use, the Resident will meet with a Clubhouse Coordinator to review
clubhouse functions and sign a checklist of cleanup requirements.
4. A $100 refundable deposit will be exchanged for a key to the clubhouse. Checks should be made out to
Sunrise Mountain Ridge. The deposit will be returned following a clubhouse inspection and return of the key.
Yoga

A quick reminder that the SMR Wednesday morning yoga class meets in person from 9:30-10:45 a.m. This
class has been meeting at the Clubhouse for 20 years. The class is FREE to SMR residents. Please note: Class
size is limited, and drop-ins are not allowed. If you are interested, please call Nancy Bower at 520-834-2187 for
more information.
Book Nook

In order to keep our Book Nook cabinets full and offer you a variety of new books throughout the year, the
Book Nook committee will ask you for donations two to three times a year. At that time – and only that time –
we will exchange your newly gifted books for some on the shelves. We will then take our surplus books to the
Friends of the Pima County Public Library. We will put an announcement for the next collection in an upcoming
issue of the SMR Newsletter.
Last, but not least, we’ve been taking care of a few minor maintenance issues around the
facilities. If you see something, say something! Send an email to hotline@smrhoa.com;
these messages are forwarded to Kathleen Flaherty; she’ll take a look and get it on the list.
Steve Rissler, at reckeys@smrhoa.com, for the Recreation Committee
Questions? Contact Kathleen Flaherty, Recreation Chair, at recreation@smrhoa.com

Roads

Every Friday, those two big trucks from Republic drive through
SMR picking up garbage and recyclables. Most of us know the
garbage ends up in the landfill, but what about the recyclables?
John Mitchell
Where do they go? Are they really recycled?
Roads Chair
When China stopped accepting our recyclables five years ago,
the market for recyclables crashed. But recycling plants have now
been built domestically and in other countries. According to a recent
article in the Arizona Star, the value of recycled cardboard, plastics,
aluminum, and glass has doubled in the last year. Republic is a leader in Arizona in recycling and will build the
nation’s first integrated recycling plant in Las Vegas later in the year.
Reliable high-quality plastic is now in demand by manufacturers. However, we recycle only about one-third
of our single-use plastic bottles and containers. Plastic is made from petroleum, so recycling saves a valuable
resource. It is worthwhile, then, to look carefully for that little 1 or 2 inside the triangle on the bottom of a bottle
to see if it can be recycled. If the recyclable bottle ends up in the landfill instead, it will be there indefinitely as
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plastic doesn’t degrade and oil will be needed to make a new bottle.
So, the next time you see the Republic recycle truck picking up your container, you’ll know that it is doing
good for all of us.
John Mitchell
Roads Chair
roads@smrhoa.com

Hospitality Committee

We had a great turnout for the presentation by Stephen
Szostek from the Humane Society of Southern Arizona
(HSSAZ) on Tuesday, April 19. It was very educational, even
Hospitality Co-Chairs
for those of us that don’t have a dog! He covered a wide range
of topics, including how to tell what is going on with a dog
based on their body language, how to approach a dog in a way
that doesn’t scare them, when not to approach another dog, and the important health reasons to pick up after
your dog. He also gave us resources for training and answered many, many questions that residents had about
their dogs.
We would like to thank Monica Body for helping to put this event
together, and Cheryl Adams and her dog Honey for volunteering for
the demonstration.
We had a terrific time hosting our New Neighbor Event on
Sunday, April 24, in the clubhouse (see photos p.6). We welcomed
eight new residents to SMR and had a great time getting to
know each other while enjoying appetizers and drinks. They had
the opportunity to hear from several SMR Board members and
committee chairs.
Thank you to Hospitality Committee members Susan and John
Ladd for their help in putting on this event. Thanks also to Eloise
Gore, Allen Hile, Janet Pearce Foster, and Bob Shaff for speaking to
the group about all things SMR.

Colleen McAuliffe
& Ron Flynn

Save the Date!

Thursday, May 19 from 5-7 p.m. – JOIN THE FESTIVITIES!!!
We’re very excited to try something new and bring back
HSSAZ’s Stephen Szostek and Honey,
something from the past. Please join us as we have our first-ever
with owner Cheryl Adams looking on,
food truck, called Quesadillas and More, and we welcome back
The Over Easy Band, with Jay Flaherty and Jim Halterman. Many reacquaint during the April 19 demo. (They
also knew each other at HSSAZ.)
of us enjoyed their music at several events in past years.
The food truck has a varied menu including Mexican dishes, burgers, and salads. You can purchase most
entrees for $10 or less. Hospitality will provide beverages and desserts.
Whether you purchase your dinner to go or stay and enjoy the music, we look forward to seeing you.
Please RSVP by email to hospitality@smrhoa.com if you plan to attend the May 19 event or purchase
something to go.
Colleen and Ron
Hospitality Committee Co-Chairs
hospitality@smrhoa.com
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Scenes from the April 24 New Neighbor Event

Shown, clockwise from top left (all new
neighbors unless otherwise noted): Les and
John Clark and Joel Alpert and Nancy Lefkowitz;
Susan Ladd (a Hospitality Committee volunteer)
and Joe and Mary Ellen Sensenbrenner; Bernard
Bom and Dorothy Arnold; Eloise Gore (SMR
Board president) and Arnold.

Nominating Committee

The Committee continues to make progress in identifying
candidates to fill the positions of Secretary and Architecture Chair.
In addition, we are now looking for candidates to fill the Board
Nominating Chair
Treasurer position currently held by Neil Schneider, who will be
finishing his term at the end of this year.
If you have an interest in serving on the Board either now or in the
future, please send me an email: nominations@smrhoa.com.
Colleen McAuliffe
Nominations Chair

Colleen
McAuliffe
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Janet Pearce
Foster

Architecture

I thought I’d take this opportunity to discuss two particular items
that may be requested when residents submit a project application.
Architecture Chair The first is a PLAN, which is an outline of the area or space showing
its uses. Most of us are familiar with floor plans, though for our
purposes here at SMR there are also landscape plans and plans
illustrating solar array design. Depending on the complexity of the
project, a plan may be requested to clarify and document the existing conditions relative to where and what is
being altered, added, or enhanced.
The second is an ELEVATION. The word may seem a bit confusing, but used in this context an elevation
drawing shows how the project looks or will look when viewed at eye level. The elevation informs the
committee about the size, scale, placement, and overall visual impact of the proposed change.
I selected an open-source graphic (below) that places both plan and elevation drawings side by side. Notice
that the plan represents the space as viewed from above looking DOWN, whereas the elevation is looking AT a
specific side or portion of the building.
This graphic `is for illustrative purposes only. Please note that in most cases the committee does not request
that plans and/or elevations be professionally drawn. Providing a simple sketch done by the homeowner or the
contractor is sufficient as long as the elements and intention are clear enough to guide the committee’s decisionmaking. Often, photos are requested as well. The project application, together with the plan and elevation
sketches and photos, are filed in a historical file specific to your property, so it is advised to consider the clarity
and quality of these supporting documents. Additionally, the HOA expects the owner to keep a record of all
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applications and approvals in a file that gets passed on to the next owner.
I hope this information is useful. As always, please contact me or any committee member with questions.
The next Architecture Committee meeting is Monday, May 2, 3-5 p.m. at the Clubhouse patio. If you
wish to attend, please contact architecture@smrhoa.com at least two days prior and a link will be emailed
to you on or about 2:30 p.m. that day.
Janet Pearce Foster, Chair
architecture@smrhoa.com
REMINDER #1: If you plan to sell your home, please contact Larry Kolonel, Resale Contact at resale@
smrhoa.com before putting your house on market. Remember, this inspection will need to be completed and
documented before the house can go into escrow. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
REMINDER #2: If you are contemplating any exterior project work, please check the Architectural Design
Reference (ADR) or contact architecture@smrhoa.com BEFOREHAND regarding the SMR Project
Application requirement. Failure to do this may result in fines, unnecessary delays and/or expensive revisions.

Neighborhood Watch

Bob Shaff

Pools and Court Monitoring

Did you know? SMR Neighborhood Watch has assumed
responsibility for monitoring the safety of our pools and court.
Our SMR HOA has an electronic, online, motion-sensitive, camera
system to monitor activity in and around our two pools and our
tennis/pickleball court. This camera system protects us all from
vandalism and intrusions on our common property and makes these
assets safer for us all. Our Pools and Court are open to residents from 5 a.m.-10 p.m. each day. The system
records any motion detected outside these hours and makes the recordings available to our volunteer monitors.
Serious intrusions are logged and reported to the Pima County Sheriff’s Department. Less-serious events (e.g.,
residents leaving the pools after 10 p.m.) are also logged and considered for follow-up action.
SMR is blessed by having eight volunteer residents who monitor the camera recording. The volunteer
monitors work as a pair, each pair taking a month-long duty. The monitoring process takes five to 15 minutes on
average each day, and is accessible via a smartphone, laptop, iPad, or desktop, making the monitoring process
simple and easy. In fact, it is so easy that some of our volunteers are monitors during months that they are
away from Tucson. I am actively seeking additional volunteers: If you think you may be willing to serve as
a monitor volunteer, please give me a call at 520-981-0648. I’ll be glad to further describe the job and answer
your questions.
Neighborhood
Watch Chair

SMR Neighborhood Watch Block Captains

Another key Neighborhood Watch responsibility is our Block Captain Program. Twenty-five (25) volunteers
serve as Block Captains for a section of the 13 streets within Sunrise Mountain Ridge HOA. Block Captains are
responsible for maintaining our Post Lights which illuminate our neighborhood, for welcoming new neighbors
upon their move in with a Welcome Package full of helpful information, and for reporting any safety issues
which may arise over time on their block.
One of our Block Captains, Nancy Filiatrault, has served as an SMR Block Captain on a section (street
numbers 4489-4571) of Plaza de Toros for over 30 years and has decided to step down. Her role will be
assumed by Becky Rebenstorf and Anita Brennan. THANK YOU, NANCY FILIATRAULT, FOR YOUR
Sunrise Mountain Ridge Newsletter/May 2022
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SERVICE! Thank you Becky and Anita for taking on this important responsibility!
Another terrific Block Captain, Peggy Rubin, has served as an SMR Block Captain on Carrillo (street numbers
4410-4470) for over 10 years and has also decided to step down and let others take over. THANK YOU,
PEGGY RUBIN, FOR YOUR SERVICE!!
I am actively recruiting volunteers in this section of Carrillo to replace Peggy: Please call me if you
would like to consider serving as a Block Captain on Carrillo.
Here is to a SAFER SMR community, one that enjoys and protects our facilities, engages with our neighbors,
and that makes SMR a very special place to live.
Bob Shaff
SMR Neighborhood Watch Chair
neighborhood@smrhoa.com

Database

Please submit any updates, changes, corrections, and new
information to: database@smrhoa.com
Herb Burton
 Welcome to SMR: Joel Alpert and Nancy Lefkowitz, 4140 N
Database
Camino de Carrillo; 520-232-9216
Joel: jalp@comcast.net or cell, 781-367-3995
Nancy: nancylef@gmail.com or cell, 781-696-2085
 New Owner: C.J. Barker, 4370 and 4380 Camino de Carrillo.
Both properties will be rented.
 Additions: Travis and Tamara Potter, 4380 Camino de Carrillo; Jennifer Pappalardo, 4370 Camino de
Carrillo
 Deletions: Delete Moore and Marcus as renter and owner, respectively, of 4370 Camino de Carrillo; delete
landline, 520-299-7955, for Marc and Laura Blais, 4210 Camino de Carrillo; delete Figliuzzi, 4140 N Camino
Ferreo.
Herb Burton
Database Manager

Advertising by Residents

✦ Hot Tub For Sale: 1999 Hot Spring WatkinB
Sovereign Model seats up to 6. Good condition.
Highest reasonable donation to our church.
Jim and Dianne, 520-299-5175.
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if any) are due the 15th of the the month preceding the
newsletter issue date (the first of the month, except for
a combined mid-summer issue sent July 15). Ads are
limited to 50 words and must include a phone number
and/or email address. Ads will run for one issue; a
request is required for each run. Submit ads by email
to pubs@smrhoa.com.]
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Please support our advertisers

Going Away?
Call Scotty Today!
Big News!

Scotty’s Airport Car & Home Watch Services Is Now

Scotty’s Home Watch Service
Expanded
Options

for convenience &
Peace of Mind
while you’re away

Same Great
Service
from yours truly

Coming Soon!
Overnight
Dog Boarding

(mucho dependable)

in my foothills home

Your Go-To Guy When You’re Going Places; Now in my 10th Year!
scotty@scottycar.com
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Please support our advertisers
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❖ SMR Photo Gallery ❖

New home

This magnificent Saguaro was rescued from the
area of Broadway and Houghton, where a new
development is going in. It recently found its
new home on Plaza de Toros in the front yard of
Joe and Mary Ellen Sensenbrenner. (Photos by
Colleen McAuliffe)
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❖ SMR Photo Gallery ❖
Beautiful!

Sue Triplett and family, out walking around ten in the morning and saw this bobcat walking down the wash.
(Photo by Sue Triplett)
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❖ SMR Photo Gallery ❖
One April morning

We want your photos! Please send us photos of scenes that you think make SMR special. With photo credit
(if desired) and a brief description, send by email to pubs@smrhoa.com.
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